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	Office 2008 for Mac All-in-One For Dummies, 9780470460412 (0470460415), For Dummies, 2009
The perfect companion for taking the Microsoft Office suite to the Mac!

So you finally got a Mac, but you’re not looking forward to figuring out how Office works in a different environment? No worries! All you need is Microsoft Office 2008 For Mac All-in-One For Dummies to learn the fundamentals of Office 2008. With six books in one, it shows you how to use every Office 2008 for Mac application, so you can start getting things done right away.

Written by Microsoft MVPs, Microsoft Office 2008 For Mac All-in-One For Dummies provides a user-friendly guide on how to master all the programs: Excel, Word, PowerPoint, and Entourage. This book explores ways to:

	Use the new galleries to find features, formats, wizards, templates, and recently used files
	Create your own templates on Excel and open Web pages in HTML format
	Take advantage of PowerPoint by adding animation to your slides, inserting music from your iTunes library, and fine-tuning the timing
	Organize your schedule on My Day, handle contacts and e-mail, and manage a database—all through Entourage
	Manage projects of all sizes on the Project Center
	Use all the applications together, and to their full potential


With this all-in-one reference, you’ll become an expert on sharing files with Windows users, integrating Office 2008 with iLife and other Mac applications, and working with Office and Web 2.0, as well as other common business tasks. This book makes it that easy!
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Real-time 3D Character Animation with Visual C++ (Book & CD-ROM)Focal Press, 2002
Do you have some experience and a reasonable knowledge of C++ and want to write your own computer games? Have you ever looked at a PC or Playstation (R) game with characters running and leaping through an exciting landscape and wondered how it was done? If so then this book will give you all the information you need to achieve this goal, whether...

		

Business Under Fire: How Israeli Companies Are Succeeding in the Face of TerrorAMACOM, 2004
American companies steeling themselves against the threat of terrorism can learn a lot from Israel's experience. Despite facing the constant grim reality of terrorism, the Israeli economy is surprisingly robust. How do businesses in Israel stay viable in a chaotic environment, and how do they rebuild in the wake of destruction? Based on in-depth...

		

Circuit Design with VHDLMIT Press, 2004
This textbook teaches VHDL using system examples combined with programmable logic and supported by laboratory exercises. While other textbooks concentrate only on language features, Circuit Design with VHDL offers a fully integrated presentation of VHDL and design concepts by including a large number of complete design examples,...




	

Samii's Essentials in NeurosurgerySpringer, 2007

	'Samii's Essentials in Neurosurgery' contains selected papers written by internationally recognized contributors who were trained by Professor Madjid Samii in Hannover, Germany. The main topics deal with cutting-edge technology in neurosurgery, skull-base surgery, and specific peripheral nerve, spine, and vascular surgeries. The...


		

C Recipes: A Problem-Solution ApproachApress, 2017

	
		This book contains good number of C “recipes” for readers at all levels, from beginning
	
		to advanced. This book follows a problem-solution approach so that you can quickly find
	
		the solution to a desired problem. Every solution comes with suitable code and a brief
	
		discussion of that code. An attempt has been...


		

Running Lean: Iterate from Plan A to a Plan That Works (Lean Series)O'Reilly, 2012

	We live in an age of unparalleled opportunity for innovation. We're building more products than ever before, but most of them fail--not because we can't complete what we set out to build, but because we waste time, money, and effort building the wrong product.

	What we need is a systematic process for quickly vetting product...
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